
Intellective and Microsoft deliver industry-leading 
solutions for content and data management

Unparalleled Microsoft Expertise
Intellective works with Microsoft to deliver industry-leading solutions for Enterprise Content Management, Business 
Process Management, data storage and security, workflow collaboration, and Customer Relationship Management. As 
a partner, you benefit from our expertise with four primary Microsoft tools: Dynamics 365, SharePoint, Power Apps, and 
Azure. 

Microsoft Dynamics 365
Intellective Unity for Dynamics delivers powerful enterprise 
search to give your customers a complete view of their 
repositories, workflows and content.

Our combined framework delivers these functions for end users 
within the Dynamics interface:

• A seamless, rich, and contextual view of enterprise data 
and content

• Advanced document management, case management, and 
task processing

• Enhanced Dynamics user engagement and productivity

• Complete data to make better informed business decisions

www.intellective.com

SharePoint Capabilities
Intellective Unity’s advanced user interface displays multiple 
SharePoint sites and instances in a single view, allowing your 
customers to search and organize content more efficiently. 
Users can save and refine searches for content, titles, file types, 
creation and modification dates, and custom metadata.

This advanced search capability works with enterprise 
repositories within SharePoint as well as IBM Filenet, OpenText, 
Documentum, Box, and more.

Intellective Unity with advanced SharePoint connectors can 
be deployed in the cloud or on-premises. With our expertise 
and custom solutions, there’s no need to offer your customers 
an entirely new data management system. Intellective Unity 
integrates with the repositories you already use.
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Delivering with Power Apps
Intellective offers the capability to build customized 
apps to enhance your customer experience and expand 
your business. Our expertise with Microsoft Power 
Apps allows us to easily develop mobile and web apps 
for any business need—including data management, 
sales process management, enterprise content delivery, 
and business workflow tools like expense reporting or 
site inspections.

We build and deploy professional-grade apps for 
your customers that help increase agility, modernize 
processes and solve tough challenges across the 
organization, infusing digital transformation into 
manual and outdated processes.

We can also support your professional development 
teams with the tools and experience to seamlessly 
extend app capabilities with Azure Functions and 
custom connectors to proprietary or on-premises 
systems.

Azure Compatibility
With the Azure cloud platform, we build connected, 
cross-platform experiences to help your customers 
modernize applications for Windows and Linux virtual 
machines across cloud and hybrid environments. With 
Azure’s cloud-based products and services, we deliver 
custom-tailored solutions for your industry – across 
multiple clouds or on-premises environments.

Azure’s open-source framework offers 
in-depth security backed by a team of 
experts, proactive compliance, and support 
for multiple languages and deployment 
scenarios. 

Azure is the only consistent hybrid cloud 
that delivers unparalleled developer 
productivity, provides comprehensive, 
multilayered security, and the largest 
compliance coverage of any cloud 
provider. That’s why 95 percent of Fortune 
500 companies rely on Azure for trusted 
cloud services.

Talk to us about our Microsoft capabilities today: www.intellective.com. 


